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Goals and Roadmap

The two main questions I address in this presentation are the following:

• Where do thematic roles come from?

◦ I show at least one domain where they must come from lexical
heads.

• How can interpretive illusions arise?

◦ I provide evidence that existing models of interpretive illusions
are hard-pressed to account for, and suggest that the architec-
ture of the grammar is relevant.

The presentation is organized as follows:

• §1 provides background about approaches to argument structure that
differ in terms of where thematic roles come from.

• §2 provides background about the test case I’ll use to distinguish be-
tween these different theories of argument structure: the English da-
tive alternation.

• §§3 & 4 describe two experiments addressing the main questions
above.

• §5 discusses how to account for the results of the experiments using
a lexicalist theory of argument structure.

1. Approaches to Argument Structure

Thematic roles come from...

Phrases

Constructionist

Heads

Functional Heads

Neo-constructionist

Lexical Heads

Lexicalist

• Lexicalist: words’ lexical entries specify the syntactic categories and
associated semantic roles of each of their arguments (Müller & Wech-
sler 2014).
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• Neo-Constructionist: DPs are interpreted differently depending on
where they occur relative to functional heads in a verbal projection
(Harley 1995, 2003, 2011).

θ-role Position of DP
Agent ≈ Spec,vP
Theme ≈ Spec,SC (“Inner subject”)
Goal ≈ Comp,SC
Incremental theme ≈ Comp,vP

(2) a. give, DO: vP

vP

PP

PP

DP

(Theme)

Phave

DP

(Goal)

v

vcause

DP

(Agent)

b. give, PD: vP

vP

PP

PP

DP

(Goal)

P

Ploc

DP

(Theme)

v

vcause

DP

(Agent)

• Constructionist: DPs receive thematic roles based on where they oc-
cur in a construction, which contributes its own thematic roles (Gold-
berg 1995).

(3) a. Sem cause-receive < ag rec pat >
|R | -- |

pred < >
R: instance,

means ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syn V subj obj obj2

b. Sem cause-move < cause goal theme >
| | -- --

pred < >
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

Syn V subj obl obj

IM: Transfer of Ownership
as Physical Transfer

Transfer-Caused-Motion
Construction

Sem CAUSE-receive < ag rec pat >
| | -- --

PRED < >
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

Syn V subj obl obj

2. Classes of Dative Verbs

Dative verbs display an asymmetry in the possible goal arguments they
can take, which depends on the construction they occur in (Gropen et al.
1989; Krifka 1999, 2004; Pinker 2007; Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2007;
Viau 2006):

(4) a. John sent a package to Bill. (= Prepositional Dative (PD))
b. John sent Bill a package. (= Double Object (DO) Dative)
c. John sent a package to London.
d. # John sent London a package.

• DO requires that the goal be a potential possessor of the theme.
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(5) The Uniform Multiple Meaning Approach (e.g., Harley 2003):
a. DO = “agent intends to cause goal to have theme”
b. PD = “agent causes theme to { go to / be at } goal”

Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2007) provide evidence that verbs differ with
respect to these meanings, against this analysis:

(6) The Verb-Sensitive Approach:
a. # John gave a package to London.
b. # John gave London a package.

Their verb-sensitive analysis:

PD construction DO construction
Give-type verbs Caused Possession
Send-type verbs Caused Motion/Possession Caused Possession

• Give-type verbs always require a possessor goal; send-type verbs only
require possessor goals in the DO construction.

3. Experiment 1

Experiment 1 tests the predictions of the verb-sensitive approach in sen-
tences with and without goal extraction.

• Give-type verbs with non-possessors should be unacceptable regard-
less of construction.

• Send-type verbs should be acceptable with non-possessors in the PD
construction only.

• If these predictions are borne out, it provides support for an at least
partially lexical approach to argument structure.

• But extraction makes coercion and integration of semantically anoma-
lous material easier (Bredart & Modolo 1988; Ferreira et al. 2002; Fer-
reira & Patson 2007; Lowder & Gordon 2016; Sanford & Sturt 2002)

Are verb category effects robust enough that they show up in contexts
where it is easy to integrate semantically anomalous material as well as
where it is hard to do so?

3.1 Materials

20 sentences that crossed three two-level factors:

• Verb Type: Give-type/Send-type (Within subjects)

• Construction: DO/PD (Within subjects)

• Goal Extraction: Goal Extracted/Not Extracted (Between subjects)

(7) Non-Extracted goal:

Jane
{

loaned
threw

} {
the countertop some keys

some keys to the countertop

}
.

(8) Extracted goal:

The countertop that Jane
{

loaned
threw

}
some keys

{
-
to

}
is all the way

across the room.

3.2 Methods

• Sentences rated from 1 (implausible) to 7 (plausible)

• 48 MTurkers, paid $3.50, 8 per list, Latin Square design

3.3 Results (Plot & tables on next page)

The key result is a three-way interaction between goal extraction, con-
struction, and verb-type.

• Send-type verbs in the non-extracted goal condition are rated lower
with non-possessor goals compared to send-type verbs in other con-
ditions.

• The “dative illusion” is the fact that goal extraction results in higher
ratings for these sentences, putting them on a par with send-type, PD
sentences.

3.4 Discussion

These results support the verb-sensitive approach, at least for non-
extracted goals:

• Running an anova on the non-extracted goal cases separately shows
a C × V interaction (F1 = 25.23, p < 0.05; F2 = 27.39, p < 0.05): ratings
for send-type verbs are more different from those of give-type verbs
in the PD sentences than in the DO sentences.
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• In other words, send-type verbs get a bigger advantage over give-type
verbs in the PD than in the DO case—presumably because this is
when they can license a non-possessor goal.

• For sentences with extracted goals, the picture is more complicated,
due to the dative illusion.

Goal Extracted Goal Not Extracted
Give-type Send-type Give-type Send-type

DO 2.60 4.25 1.68 2.57

PD 2.41 4.54 1.92 4.32
Table 1: Mean Ratings per Condition (Exp. 1)

SV df F1 Sig?

Goal Extraction (E) 46 16.28 p < 0.05
Construction (C) 46 21.22 p < 0.05
Verb Type (V) 46 197.26 p < 0.05
E × C 46 17.35 p < 0.05
E × V 46 0.95 --
C × V 46 28.78 p < 0.05
E × C × V 46 7.62 p < 0.05

Table 2: By Subjects anova Results (Exp. 1)

SV df F2 Sig?

E 19 28.97 p < 0.05
C 19 38.39 p < 0.05
V 19 61.55 p < 0.05
E × C 19 16.08 p < 0.05
E × V 19 1.28 --
C × V 19 27.39 p < 0.05
E × C × V 19 6.44 p < 0.05

Table 3: By Items anova Results (Exp. 1)

How can interpretive illusions arise?

• These results are hard to explain with depth of processing (Bredart
& Modolo 1988; Erickson & Mattson 1981; Sanford & Sturt 2002) or
good-enough processing (Ferreira et al. 2002; Ferreira & Patson 2007)
approaches.

◦ Fine-grained lexical semantic information is being processed
deeply enough to distinguish give- from send-type verbs. We
could assume that lexical information is always processed while
syntactic information is not (though this is not standard).
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• Coercion being easier across clause boundaries (Lowder & Gordon
2016) also fails to account for the difference between give-type and
send-type verbs, since coercion should occur with both.

• The noisy channel model (Gibson et al. 2013; Levy 2008; Levy et al.
2009): Participants are more likely to “correct” their interpretation
of a sentence the more similar its form is to a plausible sentence.

• DO goal extractions are degraded for some speakers; maybe partic-
ipants were “correcting” the sentence to PD goal extraction before
rating. DO goal-extraction sentences with send-type verbs are very
close to a plausible sentence: just insert to.

(9) The countertop that Jane threw some keys was all the way
across the room.
→ The countertop that Jane threw some keys to was all the way
across the room.

• DO sentences without goal extraction require reversing the order of
DPs (less similar to a plausible sentence); sentences with give-type
verbs require replacing the verb entirely (intuitively unlikely).

Where do thematic roles come from?

• The difference between give- and send-type verbs supports the verb-
sensitive approach to the dative alternation. However, this approach
could be made consistent with both lexicalist and neo-constructionist
approaches to argument structure to these data, assuming the
correction-based approach sketched above.

◦ Lexicalist: give-type verbs always assign recipient; send-type
verbs assign recipient in DO, and recipient or location in PD.

◦ Neo-constructionist: give-type verbs may select either of two
functional heads: Phave (DO) and toposs (PD). Send-type verbs can
select either Phave (DO) or toloc (PD). Thematic restrictions are
encoded indirectly in these functional heads, rather than in the
lexical entries of the verbs themselves.

◦ Participants can only correct a sentence by reinserting a prepo-
sition that can be selected by the verb; the difference in which
prepositions each verb can select leads to the verb type differ-
ences. Reinserting toposs for give-type verbs won’t fix the thematic
role mismatch, and toloc isn’t licensed by give-type verbs.

4. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 examined the dative illusion and its possible explanations
in more detail. Its goals were the following:

• Determine whether dative illusion sentences behave the same way as
sentences missing prepositions.

◦ If sentences missing prepositions are corrected differently from
dative illusion sentences, we would have evidence that the re-
pair processes involved are different. In particular, differences
would indicate that dative illusion sentences are not repaired
by reinserting a preposition, which would argue against the neo-
constructionist approach to exp. 1 sketched above.

• Determine whether correction can account for the dative illusion.

• Determine whether the dative illusion is the result of a conscious or
an unconscious process.

4.1 Materials

• New manipulation: Strict vs. lenient instructions (between subjects):

◦ Participants told to rate sentences either exactly as they were, or
with leeway for typos and missing words.

◦ If strict instructions → lower ratings for DO send-type goal ex-
traction sentences, then the apparent dative illusion is a con-
scious correction.

◦ If instructions produce no difference in ratings, the dative illu-
sion is a true illusion, and occurs unconsciously.

• Restriction to four conditions of items (within subjects):

◦ All verbs in exp. 2 were send-type, as these were the sentences
showing the dative illusion effect.{

DO
PD

}
×

{
Goal Extracted

Goal Not Extracted

}
◦ The dative illusion = interaction between construction and goal

extraction on ratings: higher ratings for DO structures with ex-
tracted goals than for DO structures with non-extracted goals,
no difference for PD structures.
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◦ Goal Extraction was a within subjects factor unlike exp. 1.

(10) Non-extracted goal:

Jane threw
{

the countertop some keys
some keys to the countertop

}
.

(11) Extracted goal:

The countertop that Jane threw some keys
{

-
to

}
was all the way

across the room.

• Well-Formed Fillers:

◦ 32 (of 52) now coded as plausible/implausible to determine
whether participants were using the scale as intended.

• Ill-formed Controls:

◦ 5 items missing a preposition, 5 with plausible typos.

◦ Designed to test whether dative items would behave the same
with respect to instruction type as missing preposition items.

◦ Presented in a block at the end of the main experiment.

(12) a. The train that Zack was waiting for was delayed due to
an accident.

b. The new care that Chuck got at the dealership had ex-
pensive leather upholstery.

4.2 Methods

• Sentences were presented in two “chunks” that separated the sub-
ject and the predicate. The chunk break occured where the missing
preposition would be. RTs were measured for each chunk, but won’t
be discussed today (nothing interesting shows up). Otherwise, the
task was the same: rate sentences for plausibility.

• 64 MTurkers, paid $3.50, 32 in each instruction condition, 8 per list,
Latin Square design

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Experimental Items

The key result is the interaction of Construction and Goal Extraction:
this is the dative illusion. Also note the lack of an interaction of these with
Instruction Type, as this will be relevant shortly.

Lenient
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Ratings by Condition

Condition DO PD
Extracted Not Extracted Extracted Not Extracted

Strict Instructions 4.23 2.71 4.81 4.65
Lenient Instructions 4.46 2.73 5.20 4.74

Table 4: Mean Ratings per Condition (Experimental items, Exp. 2)
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SV df F1 Sig?
Construction (C) 1,62 153.03 p < 0.05
Goal Extraction (E) 1,62 62.21 p < 0.05
Instruction Type (IT) 1,62 1.16 --
C × E 1,62 60.26 p < 0.05
C × IT 1,62 0.28 --
E × IT 1,62 1.10 --
C × E × IT 1,62 0.09 --

Table 5: By Subjects anova Results (Exp. 2)

SV df F2 Sig?
C 1,19 105.80 p < 0.05
E 1,19 35.27 p < 0.05
IT 1,19 7.76 p < 0.05
C × E 1,19 27.36 p < 0.05
C × IT 1,19 0.29 --
E × IT 1,19 1.85 --
C × E × IT 1,19 0.08 --

Table 6: By Items anova Results (Exp. 2)

4.3.2 Well-Formed Fillers

Strict Lenient

Implausible Plausible Implausible Plausible

0

2

4

6

Plausibility

M
e
a
n
 R

a
ti
n
g

Ratings by Plausibility and Instructions

Condition Strict Lenient
Plausible 6.03 6.04

Implausible 2.09 2.04
Table 7: Mean Ratings per Condition (Fillers, Exp. 2)

Instructions had no effect on fillers: participants were interpreting them
as intended.

• Participants were judging plausibility: plausible sentences were rated
higher than implausible sentences (F1(1, 62) = 2239.84, p < 0.05; F2(1,
30) = 146.19, p < 0.05).
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4.3.3 Ill-formed Controls

Strict Lenient

TypoMissing Preposition TypoMissing Preposition

0
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4

6

Control Type

M
e
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n
 R

a
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n
g

Ratings by Condition and Instructions

Condition Strict Lenient
Missing Preposition 4.47 5.42

Typo 4.94 6.14
Table 8: Mean Ratings per Condition (Controls, Exp. 2)

Participants rated controls higher when they saw lenient instructions
(F1(1, 62) = 36.86, p < 0.05; F2(1, 8) = 28.61, p < 0.05).

4.3.4 Summary

• Ratings for well-formed fillers did not vary with instructions; this
shows that participants were using the scale and interpreting instruc-
tions correctly. In particular, they weren’t interpreting instructions as
an invitation to just give better ratings to less plausible sentences in
general.

• The dative illusion was replicated: participants rated DO sen-
tences with goal extraction higher than DO sentences without goal
extraction—despite the design changes between exps 1 and 2.

• Participants treated ill-formed controls differently depending on in-
structions, and did not do so for experimental items or well-formed
fillers.

5. Discussion

How can interpretive illusions arise?

• Existing models of interpretive illusions are hard-pressed to explain
the results of exp. 2:

◦ Depth-of-processing and good-enough processing approaches
fail to account for the difference between experimental items
and ill-formed controls.

� Four of five of the missing preposition fillers were missing
the preposition in an object-relative clause; we would expect
no difference between the experimental object-relatives and
the ill-formed control object-relatives.

◦ Ill-formed controls were as far from a plausible counterpart as
the experimental items. Thus, the noisy channel model (Gibson
et al. 2013; Levy 2008; Levy et al. 2009) also fails to account for
this difference.

• A possible concern: order effects?

◦ All ill-formed controls were presented in a row.
◦ However, the effect of instruction type was significant by sub-

jects at the first missing preposition item participants saw (F1(1,
62) = 4.66, p < 0.05). Not significant by items, but this is presum-
ably due to a lack of power by items when only considering one
item.

◦ Participants treat missing prepositions in experimental items
and in ill-formed controls differently from the first time they
see them. Repair mechanisms for ill-formed controls and exper-
imental items are different.
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Where do thematic roles come from?

• As repair mechanisms for experimental and missing preposition con-
trols are different, we cannot assume that the dative illusion is the
result of only being able to reinsert a preposition selected by partic-
ular types of verbs. These results thus support a lexicalist model of
argument structure for dative verbs, where argument roles are con-
tributed by the verb itself.

• In addition, these results point to a model of sentence processing
where argument structure is assessed in combination with the lexi-
cal semantics of the verb.

◦ If the verb allows an argument structure that would permit map-
ping the extracted goal to a plausible role, the dative illusion
occurs.

An HPSG Account (left column adapted from Wechsler (1995)):

send, DO:
subcat

⟨
DPx, DPz, DPy

⟩
roles

⟨[
ag
[
x
]]

,
[
rec

[
z
]]

,
[
th
[
y
]]⟩



send, PD:
subcat

⟨
DPx, DPy, PPz

⟩
roles

⟨[
ag
[
x
]]

,
[
th
[
y
]]

,
[
goal

[
z
]]⟩



send, Illusory:
subcat

⟨
DPx, DPz, DPy

⟩
roles

⟨[
ag
[
x
]]

,
[
th
[
y
]]

,
[
goal

[
z
]]⟩



• Illusory send is a blend of DO and PD send.

• Allowing this non-lexically licensed mapping may be easier across
clause boundaries, following the general pattern identified in Lowder
& Gordon (2016).

• Give-type verbs always require a recipient rather than a goal, so there
is no source that could result in the blend.

Alternative Approaches: Neo-Constructionist:

• The multiple tos approach to the dative illusion wouldn’t account for
why there’s a difference between ill-formed controls and experimen-
tal items. A possible way around this would be to say that rather than
PD give selecting toposs, it “includes” it in a way that the missing prepo-
sition items don’t:

(13)



V

P

toposs

V

give

◦ This is essentially a lexicalist approach; we’ve just got a different
notion of “word.”

• We could also use a neo-constructionist style syntax with the the-
matic role being part of the denotation of give-type verbs. HPSG
isn’t required, though it makes it easier to visualize how the syntac-
tic/semantic blending takes place in the illusory cases.

◦ These approaches are all equivalent for my purposes: the
thematic role is in whatever we mean by “the verb.”

Constructionist:

• Assume we can derive a caused possession meaning from a caused
motion construction; this is allowed via a metaphorical mapping
“transfer of ownership as physical transfer” (Goldberg 1995).

◦ We have to force this mapping for give-type verbs, even when
there should be a plausible caused motion reading:

(14) # John handed a book to the table.

◦ We have to say some verbs only allow possessor goals—which
is basically a lexical approach.
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• Even assuming this, to account for the illusion would require posit-
ing that participants could derive a caused motion meaning from a
caused possession construction—the opposite mapping. But again,
this mapping could only be licensed for send-type verbs, since only
they show the illusion. Lexically restricting the illusory process
seems undesirable, as we’re putting a processing fact into the gram-
mar.

6. Conclusion

• Exp. 1 supports Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2007)’s verb-sensitive
analysis of the dative alternation and for a lexical approach to argu-
ment structure. It also establishes the dative illusion as an illusion in
the processing of argument structure.

• Exp. 2 shows that existing models of interpretive illusions fail to ac-
count for the dative illusion: we must appeal to argument structure
to explain it.

Where do thematic roles come from?

• Exps. 1 & 2 taken together provide evidence that the recipient role
of give-type verbs comes from the verbs themselves, rather than func-
tional heads or the constructions they occur in.

How can interpretive illusions arise?

• Interpretive illusions can arise due to a failure to enforce the mapping
between syntax and semantics, beyond shallow processing of either
syntax or semantics taken separately.

• Further research is needed to determine what about the goal ex-
tracted sentences makes the syntax/semantics mapping fallible in
these cases.

We should seek a model of language that can provide straightforward
explanations not only for what happens when parsing goes right, but also
for why parsing fails in the ways that it does. In this case, figuring out
how illusory parsing behavior arises leads to a conclusion about where
thematic roles may reside in the grammar.
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Appendix: Goal Extractions Ill-formed?

For each experiment, participants answered a question to determine
whether they accepted DO goal extractions following the main experi-
ment (cf. Beckman 1996).

• For the replication of exp. 1, there were no significant effects involv-
ing participants’ acceptance of DO goal extractions when this was
included as a factor. All other effects pattern the same as reported
above.

Experiment 2 might be more of a concern, due to the reliance on the ill-
formed controls:

• For accepting participants (N = 50), no sentences prior to the ill-
formed controls were ill-formed.

• For unaccepting participants (N = 14), 5 sentences prior to the ill-
formed controls were ill-formed.

• The task context could be affected differently by the ill-formed con-
trols for each group.

There was a marginal interaction of acceptance of DO goal extractions
with Instruction Type, Construction, and Goal Extraction (F1(1, 60) = 3.71,
p = 0.06).

• Unaccepting participants rated DO goal extractions higher in the le-
nient condition (though they also rated PD sentences of both types
higher).

• Accepting participants showed no difference in their ratings for these
sentences between the strict and lenient conditions.

Order effects on ill-formed controls are more of a concern for partic-
ipants who accept DO goal extractions, as they can be explained by a
changing task context.
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• For participants who accept DO goal extractions, the effect of Instruc-
tion Type only shows up by the second ill-formed control overall for
missing preposition items.
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• Two ill-formed sentences in a row may be enough to change the task
context for these speakers, such that the repair mechanisms involved
in the ill-formed controls and in experimental items are different.

We still have to explain why goal extraction leads to better ratings for
DO goal extractions for unaccepting participants in both instruction con-
ditions.

• Unaccepting participants may be sensitive to instruction type for the
experimental items. They are processing material deeply enough to
repair it differently depending on instructions.

• However, there is an interaction between Goal Extraction and Con-
struction for both instruction types.

◦ Extraction leads to higher ratings in the DO condition. Perhaps
extraction causes less thorough processing of the embedded
clause.

• But now we must claim that participants are processing the embed-
ded clauses both deeply and shallowly.

◦ Deeply: they note and correct for missing prepositions differ-
ently depending on instruction type.

◦ Shallowly: ...but they don't notice the argument structure mis-
match that the missing preposition indicates.

• The improvement in ratings is related to a misprocessing of argument
structure above and beyond misprocessing missing prepositions.

◦ Missing prepositions are part of what's deeply processed.
◦ Argument structure is shallowly processed.
◦ This is compatible with the general finding that processing is

eased across clause boundaries, but also with the dative illusion
not being reducible to this effect.
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